How to make: Title the bulletin board *Making the Beds*. Use construction paper to make two double beds for Units 27 and 29, three twin beds for Unit 26, and four twin beds for Units 25 and 28. Make the headboards tan, the pillows white, and the blankets light blue. The example shown is for Unit 25. Write one spelling pattern on each headboard. Attach the beds to the bulletin board. Have students write each Basic Word on a card. Attach an envelope to the bottom of the board, and place the word cards in the envelope. Replace the beds and the cards for each unit.

How to use: Have each student take a word from the envelope and attach it to the pillow on the bed that has the appropriate spelling pattern. Then have the student write a sentence on the blanket, using the word.

For Unit 27, ask students to sort the words according to whether the unstressed syllable comes first or last. For Unit 29, ask students to pair the base words and their -ion forms and to sort them according to whether the base word changes its spelling before adding -ion.